
UPPER HOPTON CC 

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD MONDAY 7 FEBRUARY 2022. 

ATTENDANCE.  I Heaton, J Carson, S Hemingway, J Stanger, T Wilson, R Wild, J Moorhouse, C 

Gardner, D Stones  

APOLOGIES  Nil 

GUEST. Mohammed Yousaf Player Representative Halifax CL attended to outline and discuss 

the following issues 

Mental Awareness 

Junior Cricket 

Umpires and how to improve standards 

A full 40 minutes open discussion took place and Mo was thanked for his attendance. 

 MINUTES The minutes of the December meeting has been circulated and were accepted as 

a true record. Proposed R Wild, 2nd C Gardner      

 MATTERS ARISING. All addressed under specific headings below 

CORRESPONDENCE. Voting form for T20 rule changes.  Completed 

LEAGUE REPORT. Teas back on for 2022 season.    Fixtures expected end of the month. 

Notices re Teas to be displayed 

SENIOR CRICKET. Signing on night provisionally agreed for 21 February.  Clothing sizes etc to 

be also done and Players Charter issued.  CG, IW, RW 

£2100 Sponsorship for the clothing obtained.  This leaves a slight shortfall and players to be 

asked to contribute £15 each 

JUNIOR CRICKET. Winter nets under way and it is hoped more will attend when it becomes 

outdoors re football commitments etc 

FINANCE. No change from AGM last month 

MARKETTING. Golden Fish to have a banner and an additional sign on scorebox £350 

Capri to have a scorebox sign £150 

Shirt Sponsors are Focus Training £850., Velvet Lounge £650, JM Memorials £250 and Sam 

Teale Products £250 

CLUB HOUSE.  C Gardner outlined the proposals re having a bar including costs and 

alterations.  It was approved and agreed that the matter be progressed with a sub 

committee of IH, CG, DS 

The provision of a POS Tablet and  HD TV be also costed and WI-Fi renewal CG IW DS  



GROUND  Ian had arranged for the outfield to be cut on a Monday or Tuesday by a 

contractor Bedford Mowing in addition to Kirklees cutting on Thursday or Friday.  One cut 

this year has already been completed by Kirklees 

A quote of £10,000 plus VAT had been obtained from Chapplehows for re-laying of square 

at the end of the season.  Agreed to go ahead and fund raising this year to be put towards 

this project. 

Scorebox and some seats to be checked out this month.  IH RW 

AOB  C Gardner suggested a Music Festival. Further enquiries to be completed with Kirklees, 

Insurance etc.  IH CG DS 

It was agreed to obtain a net from Moorlands and offer a donation of £50. RW 

Also agree to see about a ladies event on a Friday fo0r rounders and or softball cricket. 

More idea when juniors open up outdoor re numbers etc. 

J Moorhouse suggested player sponsorship at £20 per player.   Meeting in agreement. JW 

A Fish & Chip Supper to be arranged at Spinners Arms (Golden Fish) CG 

Electricity contract still fixed for 2 yrs. DS 

Social Media.  Try to make better use with sponsors etc. TW JM 

Play Cricket Administrators. Need to have someone capable for finalising Result Sheets etc 

on match days.  Preferably one in each team.  JW TW willing and able.  

NEXT MEETING 

Monday 7 March 7.30pm. 

*****p  

 

 


